
Issues
-  Margin Pressures – Competitive dynamics in today’s environment place intense pressure  

on margins 

-  Multi-Channel Promotions – Companies are challenged to drive both bricks and mortar  
and website traffic 

-  Promotion Overload – Customers are being bombarded – through mail, email, and mobile  
devices – with coupons, special offers, advertised discounts, clearance offerings, and when  
inside a store, un-advertised in store specials or appeasement offerings at check-out

-  Coordination of Customer Marketing and Promotion Efforts – Frequently, promotional offers  
are generated in a silo without a robust corporate-wide coordination of the net impact to revenue 
and margin

Margin Challenges Wait for Retailers  
in Their Quest to Drive Sales 
THE EVOLUTION OF RETAIL DRIVEN BY COVID-19 HAS RETAILERS ON A TIGHTROPE 

INTELLIGENCE THAT WORKS

Competitive dynamics in today’s environment place more pressure on 
margins than ever before. Companies will face challenges during the 
holiday period and into 2021 as they work to execute a successful omni-
channel retail strategy. Merchandising and marketing teams must work 
together to create compelling offers to entice customers and drive sales 
while protecting margins and profitability.



Key Challenges for Retailers

Retail Imperatives
Retailers must evaluate promotional events and select opportunities that best serve their strategic objectives:

-  Quantify Performance by Type of Promotion: Understand performance of different promotional 
events, individually as well as combined across categories

-  Assess Effectiveness of Key Traffic Drivers: Assess promotional impact vs. baseline sales 

-  Understand Sales and Gross Margin Impact: Quantify sales and gross margin dollars, units sold, 
and breakdown between regular and markdown sales; track promoted vs. non-promoted sales

- Evaluation of Alternatives: Drive analytical approach to promotions analysis and associated KPIs

The Call to Action
The retail climate continues to be challenging from a sales and profitability standpoint, and competitive 
pressures will continue to intensify as we enter the holidays and transition to 2021. Profitability will continue 
to be an issue - simply driving the topline will not do the trick. Under “normal” circumstances sales growth 
often comes at the expense of operating margins, driven by unprofitable promotions, unsustainable free 
online shipping, and the like. With ongoing issues related to COVID-19, retailers must exercise even greater 
diligence to avoid ineffective promotions that do not make economic sense for the business. Retailers must 
evaluate the potential unintended consequences of the collision of discounts and offers across bricks and 
mortar and digital to improve margins and eliminate ‘surprises’ to their bottom line. 

 

-  Categorize competing 
promotional vehicles

-  “De-layer” collision of 
discount stacking

-  Identify required 
coupon controls

-  Coordination of online 
vs. in-store sales 
promotions

 
-  Optimize seasonal 

clearance and 
markdown discipline

-  Improve obsolete 
inventory management

-  Create a specified 
cadence for 
markdowns / clearance

-  Outline potential 
marketing touch 
improvements and 
tactics

-  Optimize loyalty 
program discount

-  Set thresholds on 
merchandising 
discounts in relation 
to sales

-  Estimate impact of 
discount on price, 
units sold, revenue, 
and gross margin

About BRG
BRG is a global consulting firm that helps leading organizations advance in three key areas: disputes and 
investigations, corporate finance, and strategy and operations. Headquartered in California with offices 
around the world, we are an integrated group of experts, industry leaders, academics, data scientists, and 
professionals working beyond borders and disciplines. We harness our collective expertise to deliver the 
inspired insights and practical strategies our clients need to stay ahead of what’s next. 

BRG’s Retail Performance Improvement team brings focus to companies to help operationalize 
strategy and accelerate revenue and margin while optimizing costs.
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